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 A seminar on Women in Science (WiS): A career in Science was organized March 8, 2015, the 
International Women’s Day with the following goals: (i) to expose the post graduate and Ph D students (women) to 
new and exciting ideas and directions in different science subjects like Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Botany, 
Zoology, Biotechnology and Astronomy; (ii ) to equip them with basic conceptual and technological tools to ask and 
answer relevant research questions; (iii) to inspire and motivate young women to take up career in science and (iv) 
to create an awareness on various career option available to young women scientists. 

 Two hundred thirty nine participants (postgraduate students, research scholars and young faculty) mainly 
from different departments of our university-Karnataka State Women’s University, Bijapur attended the seminar.  
As the seminar was held on a Sunday just after the Holi festival, only few participants from other universities 
participated. A team of six eminent scientists and teachers, who have significantly contributed to the field of science, 
lectured and interacted with the young researchers, postgraduate students during this seminar. The seminar mainly 
consisted of the three types of activities: Inauguration of the Seminar and Key note address, special lectures and a 
panel discussion. The inauguration by Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, the vice chancellor, KSWU, one key note 
lecture by Prof Riddhi Shah, the convener, five special lectures by invited speakers and panel discussion (Members - 
Prof Riddhi Shah, all invited speakers, Dr Renuka Meti and  Dr M S Jogad) were conducted. In the inaugural session 
Prof S A Kazi, Registrar KSWUB welcomed the resource persons, guests and participants and Dr M S Jogad, the 
coordinator briefed the participants about the event and seminar lectures. Prof Riddhi Shah, delivered the key-note 
lecture encouraging the young women science students and also brief them on the activities of WiS programmes and 
its importance etc. The abstract book was released by Prof Meeena Chandawarkar.  

 Prof Meena R Chandawarkar delivered an inaugural address and said it was the most effective and 
meaningful way of celebrating Women's Day by organizing this seminar WiS on Women’s day i.e on March 8, 
2015. She mentioned that many women are deterred from pursuing a career in science at the highest levels. Much 
more must be done to address the reasons behind this potential waste of human talent. She also said that the presence 
of eminent women scientists and their interesting presentations would definitely trigger a lot of enthusiasm in 
women students. She offered unconditional assistance to promote science in the region. She opined that seminar 
lectures and interaction of participants with eminent scientists and speaker would help in shaping career of students 
in science. 

 In special lecture (1) “Making the most from a Protein Sequence”, Dr Lalitha Guruprasad, University of 
Hyderabad, Hyderabad, (Email: lgpsc@uohyd.ernet.in), shed light on some aspects of Biological Chemistry and 
Structural Chemistry. The correlation from protein sequence to structural and functional information is more 
valuable in the current genomic era. Collections of complete nucleotide sequences from a variety of genomes are 
available. Using computational methods, one can identify novel domains, repeat and predict their protein structure 
and function. The binding of inhibitors/substrates to proteins and the molecular basis for their binding have been 
studied. In particular, proteins that are disease targets from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Helicobacter pylori and 



Plasmodium falciparum, and human kinases are being pursued. As a complement to her computational studies, some 
of the hypotheses are validated experimentally. She discussed her research results during her presentation. Many 
participants asked question on basics. 
 
 In special lecture (2), “Fun with Knots”, Dr P Ramadevi, Department of Physics, IIT Bombay, Mumbai, 
(E-mail: ramadevi@phy.iitb.ac.in), shed light on the Knot theory and connections to Topological String theories, 
Matrix models, Supersymmetric gauge theories in physics. She explained the properties of knots, the computation of 
Jones' polynomials with some examples. She showed an elegant method of obtaining polynomials and more 
generalised polynomials for these knots. 
 
 In special lecture (3) “Chemistry, Biology and Physics of Stars and Galaxies”, Dr Dr Annapurni, 
Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Koramangala, Bangalore, (E-mail: purni@iiap.res.in), started by asking: Is there 
anyone who is not fascinated by the beauty of a starry sky in the night? Why do we study the stars and galaxies up 
there in the sky? She introduced the fascinating topic of astronomy and why it was necessary for us to understand 
the universe, its chemistry, biology and physics. She also talked about the new challenging projects in the making 
and women's contribution. More participants interacted during her presentation and also during lunch hours. 
 
 In special lecture (4) “Shape Optimization Problems via the Problem of Queen Dido”, Dr. Anisa 
Chorwadwala, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune, (Email: anisa@iiserpune.ac.in), shade 
light on the shape optimization problems, calculus of variations and geometric analysis. A typical shape 
optimization problem is, as the name suggests, to find the shape which is optimal in the sense that it minimizes a 
certain cost functional while satisfying given constraints. Mathematically, to find a domain Ω that minimizes a 
functional J(Ω) possibly subject to a constraint of the form G(Ω) = 0. In other words, it is about minimizing a 
functional J(Ω) over a family F of admissible domains Ω. In many cases, the functional being minimized depends on 
the solution of a given partial differential equation defined on the variable domain. She talked about one such shape 
optimization problem in the Euclidean space and its generalization to certain other Riemannian manifolds and other 
configurations. 
 
            In special lecture (5) “Eavesdropping on Chitter Chatter at a Synapse using Computational 
Simulations”, Dr Suhita Nadkarni, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune, (Email: 
suhita@iiserpune.ac.in), shed light on the Biophysics of synaptic transmission in normal function and 
pathological states. She explained how neurons talk to each other via a special junction called a synapse. Here an 
incoming electrical signal from the presynaptic neuron gets converted to a chemical signal and back to an electrical 
signal at the postsynaptic neuron. This is the basic unit of signal transmission in the brain. Strengthening and 
weakening of synaptic connections, known as synaptic plasticity is the cellular underpinning of learning and 
memory. Also, a majority of neurological disorders arise out of aberration in synaptic transmission. It turns out 
rather than merely being input/output devices, synapses are extremely complex creatures. They come in different 
shapes and sizes, have myriad of receptors, ions channels, transmitters, second messenger pathways operating at 
multiple temporal and spatial time scales. Given the complexity and constantly moving parts involved in synaptic 
transmission, it is difficult to quantify mechanisms and arrive at general principles that govern the functioning of the 
brain. Detailed computational models of synapses and neurons are developed that complement experimental studies 
and can aid one’s understanding. She talked about her `insilico’ experiments on a small synapse in the hippocampus, 
a part of the brain crucial for learning and memory and some interesting insights on synaptic plasticity that was 
gathered from her studies. 
 
In the panel discussion, many participants asked questions regarding how to balance career and responsibilities at 
home, how to manage family while doing research in science. The panelists shared their experiences and views and 
provided guidance to the participants. Dr Renuka Meti and  Dr M S Jogad, each expressed and shared views as a 
teacher and a scientist.  
 
  Participants were asked to give their responses about the overall assessment of the seminar. After the 
panel discussion, during short valedictory session, participants were allowed to present their views. According to 
the participants: (i) The lectures delivered and panel discussion were the best in the different field of science (ii) 
participants were from different science background, so all resource persons tried to deliver even basics of the 
subjects during their lectures (iii) performance of the resource persons invited for the workshop was excellent in 



their respective field (iv) The seminar was a rare event for them, where they had a chance to discuss their research 
ideas/methodologies with the resource persons (v) It would have been better if this seminar was of longer 
duration along with the inclusion of poster session (vi) Display of different scientists including Indian Scientists was 
best.   One of the invited speaker‐Dr Lalitha Guruprasad, expressed that, she was very happy to see the vibrant 
young women and their energy on that day, participants were also interactive, both in the auditorium and outside 
and this was a positive sign. Dr Annapurni expressed, it was a very well arranged and conducted program. It was a 
very appropriate location and venue to hold the event even though the place was remote, she was quite surprised 
by the enthusiasm, passion and response shown by the audience. She said, “For me, personally, I was quite happy 
to interact with students”. Dr Suhita Nadakarni expressed that it was very rewarding to be in the presence of the 
enthusiastic and energetic kids and it was great fun. Dr Riddhi Shah, the convener and Dr M S Jogad, the 
coordinator, WiS expressed that all the lectures were outstanding and beautiful. Thanks are due to Dr. Menna 
Chandawarkar , Prof  Rohini  Godbole ,academy and Mr. Madhavan for their help in holding this seminar at 
KSWUB. 
 
Dr M S Jogad 
Karnataka State Women’s University Bijapur-586 108 , jogad1952@rediffmail.com 
 

 

Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, Vice Chancellor delivering inaugural speech to the audience of WiS‐2015 
at Karnataka State Women’s University Bijapur. On the dais from left: Dr M S Jogad, Coordinaator WiS‐ 
KSWUB, Prof Riddhi Shah, Convener WiS‐2015 and Prof S A Kazi,  Registrar KSWUB. 

 



 

Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, Vice Chancellor KSWUB, inaugurating the WiS‐2015 seminar by lighting 
the lamp and released the abstract of the seminar. On the dais from left Dr M S Jogad Coordinator WiS‐
2015, Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, Vice Chancellor KSWUB, Prof Riddhi Shah, Convener WiS‐2015 and 
Prof S A Kazi,  Registrar KSWUB. 

 



 

Felicitation to Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, Vice Chancellor KSWUB, on the occasion of Women’s Day 
(March 8, 2015). From left Dr M S Jogad Coordinator WiS‐2015, Prof Meena R Chandawarkar, Vice 
Chancellor KSWUB, Prof Riddhi Shah, Convener WiS‐2015 and Prof S A Kazi,  Registrar KSWUB. 
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